
To: President Biden

From: Paris Miles-Brenden

March 11th, 2024

On Recovery

Dear Joseph Biden [Father and President];

Do not forget you are also a Father*.  I have happened, to come upon a wonderful dialog (instrumental of) the 
truth of life and death.

Post death, we experience an existent/non-existent creation and destruction episodic relationship, and pass' 
as if seemingly through (and of) a moment of pure-bliss and pure-pain, so incarnate, we are broken, and then 
become again.

This is secondary concern and consideration, but in-near-death, the process of understanding (or even in and 
of life to life) - at death, and survival, - is the witnessed associability of a 'ringed dove' - that of the providence 
by-whom (as such) is it's priority of maritial council.

Thus, the 7th substitutionally of the 6th/4th byproduct in residue recombination, is a 'seed' at life, for in that 
of the viability by of which we may consent, in entrance and exit from a parcel or envelope, for in a locale and 
foreignable truth of persuasive dialog.  Without but-of' (5th) selective peer(s), the 6th separation in power, 
and influence, to a social-net is the dialog (computable in this fashion) of a cube/squared.

Thus, the Axiom is that the measure of it's retireable end, is a means to a given, when a principle dictates what 
is held in 6*7*4.0/2-1&(2/3), in carry, then of the deficit to encroached B&E in-lateral.  Thus, the 'full nine 
yard(s)'... as to example, an Avowed truth in a marine, or in discipline and practice at a four-teir, of library and 
grandmother.

Thus, the instrument of theft and cheating, turning CCW/CW, in tap and die, at a near-break-point in 4-40 M 
bolt.  Thus, the nut is the measure of the number (roughly) of nut(s) and children maximal to a man, in 
process, per Roe v. Wade nullification.

The interesting' thing-to-ponder in the 'blind' relation here of (Hume's - Fork) - is the relationship of the new 
process of R.v.W., and that of the then-recovery of the near-unconscious, blank out periods, and medical 
diagnostic in information.
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